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Case Study: Digitizing 
the Job Safety Analysis – 
Reliable Performance
A u t h o r :  J i m  G r a y ,  C h e c k - 6  I n c .

High reliability organizations (HROs) are characterized by their 
requirement to get it right the first time, every time. 

In such organizations the consequences of failure can be catastrophic. HROs face increasing 
complexity and risk in today’s multifaceted world, in turn straining financial resources 
and safety envelopes. Many such organizations rely on their operators conducting their 
own analysis of risk in hazardous environments.  This analysis takes multiple forms and 
has multiple titles – for the purposes of this study Job Safety Analysis (JSA) will be used.  
Moving away from paper to a digital system such as Check-6’s RIGOR®, provides several 
advantages. Not only is the interface easier for the operator, but it is quicker, more effective, 
and the data entered each time can be tracked, analyzed, and shared.  

Challenge: 
Safety is a balance. Consider it on a spectrum, where one end is so safety obsessed and 
restrictive that operators are impeded in doing his/her job. On the other end there is little 
or no appreciation of risk. HROs must expose themselves to an element of risk in order 
to be successful in the market. The challenge is understanding where on that spectrum 
the balance point is between nobody getting hurt and nothing getting broken, and the 
company beating their competition and effectively executing for their customers. 
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Actions: 
The goal was to implement a safety analysis process that is valuable to the operator in 
identifying and mitigating risks, as well as providing captured data for analysis. We wanted 
to achieve:

 •  Enabling digital process flows that standardize risk analysis for all jobs
 •  Digitizing the employee JSA process so it can be executed on company issued    
   mobile devices
 • Reinforcing the culture, ensuring procedural compliance and risk mitigation
 • Analyzing the data and implement further change accordingly

Improvements: 
 • User buy-in and ownership of the safety process.
 • Simpler, quicker risk identification and mitigation.
 • Thorough analysis where hazards are not missed or forgotten.
 • Data captured for feedback and leadership development.

Operators are required to select the major job step they are to conduct, then identify those 
hazards that are pertinent to that job step. This example shows those hazards selected 
under job step ‘Disconnecting from well’:

Once the hazards have been identified, users then input his/her precautions or mitigations.  
The larger the text, the more frequently that phrase was recorded (in this example the 
hazard ‘pressure’ from above was selected):
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The JSA focuses the operator on the importance of staying safe by asking the question 
“What’s precious to you?”  The larger the text, the more frequently that phrase was entered, 
offering a great insight into those things the employees hold dear:

Finally, using a digital tool like RIGOR® demonstrates to customers that you are committed to 
a higher level of operational discipline. The digital JSA can be read and signed by customers in 
the field and reveals a commitment to operational excellence at the cutting edge.
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